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I.  RESULTS OF GEOLOGICAL INVESTIGATION AND 
ASSESSMENT OF MINERAL PROSPECTS ON THE 
CONTINENT  

I. 1  Results of geological investigation  

The tasks of geological surveys have been carried out over 100 years (from 
before 1945 by French geologists). Geological surveys have been carried out at 
various scales:  

-  Covering the entire area at the scale of 1:1,000,000, 1:500,000, 
1:200,000;  

-  Approximately 70% of the area at the scale of 1:50,000;  

-  In areas with prospects of minerals, mines, ore points having been 
mapped at the scale of 1:25,000, 1:10,000, 1:5,000, 1:1,000.  

Results of the investigation have clarified geological characteristics, geotectonic 
structure, characteristics of magma and mineral prospects in the entire territory 
of the continental part of Vietnam.  

I.2.  Overview of mineral prospects  

I.2.1.  On the potential of mineral resources  

We have recorded about 5,000 mines, ore points of mineralization; in which we 
have searched evaluated and explored 896 mines and solid mineral points 
(excluding common building materials). The results of the investigations and 
probes show that:  

-  The solid minerals in Vietnam are diversified in types, scattered 
throughout the country, in which minerals concentrate mainly in Northern 
and Central Vietnam. The distribution of some minerals are mainly as 
follows: iron ores are distributed mainly in the North and North Central 
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Vietnam; manganese ores mainly in Cao Bang; lead - zinc ores mainly in 
Cho Don - Cho Dien (Bac Kan), Ha Giang; copper ores mainly in Lao 
Cai; gold ores mainly in Quang Nam; bauxite mainly in Dak Nong, Lam 
Dong; titanium ores mainly in coastal areas of Central Vietnam, and Thai 
Nguyen; rare earths, barite, fluorite mainly in Lai Chau; cement limestone 
mainly in Ha Nam, Ninh Binh, Thanh Hoa; white limestone, precious 
stones mainly in Yen Bai, Nghe An; ...  

-  The solid mineral mines in Vietnam are mostly not large-scale; some 
mines have difficult exploiting conditions. Some types of minerals with 
the scale of a mine and large reserves are bauxite, rare earths, limestone, 
and glass sand. Various types of minerals have fairly large scale reserves, 
but the average-and small-sized mines are those of coal, iron, titanium, 
chrome, manganese, copper, tin, lead - zinc, wolfram, gold, antimony, 
feldspar, kaolin, talc, fluorite, barite, graphite, phosphorite, diatomite, 
devitrified stones of all kinds. Some minerals have been recorded with 
signs of ore but have not been discovered as mines as platinum, tantalum, 
niobium, lithium, beryl, keramite, ...  

- Some types of minerals have the possibility to be investigated to increase 
reserves and resources, including:  

+ Iron ores capable of being detected more in Cao Bang iron ore area, 
North Cho Don, Thanh Son Region (Phu Tho), in the northwest 
area of Thanh Hoa.  

+  Manganese ores with the possibility to being detected more mines 
in Quang Binh, Ha Tinh, Tuyen Quang and Ha Giang.  

+  Chromic ores with the possibility to being detected original 
chromites along Song Ma shatter belt from Son La to Thanh Hoa.  

+  Titanium ore with the possibility to being detected new and 
expanding the mine, points of ore placers along the coast of Central 
Vietnam and Phu Luong Region (Thai Nguyen), Son Duong 
(Tuyen Quang), especially placer in the red sand stratum of Phan 
Thiet bed.  
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+  Original tin ores with the possibility to being detected more in Cao 
Bang, Tuyen Quang, West of Thanh Hoa, Quy Hop Region (Nghe 
An), Quang Ngai.  

+  Copper ores with the possibility to being detected more mines in 
the western North Vietnam.  

+  Lead - zinc with the possibility to being detected smaller and 
average mines in the distribution region of lead - zinc mines such 
as Ha Giang, Cao Bang, Tuyen Quang, Thai Nguyen, Lao Cai, and 
Yen Bai.  

+  Gold with the possibility to being detected mines, ore points of Tu 
Le belt, west of Quang Tri, Thua Thien - Hue, west Quang Nam, 
Kon Tum.  

+  Uranium in the sandstone in Nong Son Region (Quang Nam).  

+  Coal at the depth of the mining areas of Cam Pha, Ha Long, Vang 
Danh, Mao Khe, coal and fat coal in the mines in the northwest of 
North Vietnam; brown coal in the regions of Phu Cu, Tien Lu, 
Hung Ha.  

+  Barite with the possibility to increasing reserves in the mines 
already known and detected new mines in the Provinces of Cao 
Bang, Tuyen Quang and the west of North Vietnam.  

+  Magnetite with the possibility to being detected mines in Gia Lai 
Province.  

+  Talc with the possibility to being detected ore beds in the 
supermafic rocks in the regions of Song Ma, Son La and in the 
dolomite stratum in Son La, Phu Tho, Hoa Binh.  

+  Feldspar, kaolin with the possibility to being detected more mines 
in the provinces of Lao Cai, Yen Bai, Phu Tho, Tuyen Quang, 
Thua Thien - Hue, Quang Nam, Kon Tum, Dak Nong.  

+  Graphite with the possibility to being detected more ore beds in the 
provinces of Lao Cai, Yen Bai, Phu Tho, Quang Nam, Quang Ngai 
and Kon Tum.  
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+  White limestone with the possibility to being detected more mines 
in Yen Bai, Ha Giang, Bac Kan, Nghe An, Ha Nam.  

+  Devitrified stones with the possibility to being detected marble 
mines in Thanh Hoa, Nghe An and granite in the provinces in the 
middle of Central Vietnam and in the South of Central Vietnam.  

+  Gemstone with the possibility to being detected additional area 
containing gemstones in Quy Chau - Quy Hop (Nghe An) and Luc 
Yen Region (Yen Bai).  

I.2.2. Level of exploitation, use of minerals  

In general, the scale of the current operation of mining in Vietnam is not large; 
the quantity of minerals having been exploited is not significant in comparison 
with the mineral potential of the country.  

There are currently over the whole territory about more than 250 operating 
licenses to exploit minerals; after the amended Mineral Law took effect, the 
number of operating licenses to exploit mines issued by the local authorities 
increased significantly. The mining activities of industrial scale only focus on 
some of the main minerals falling under the group of non-metals such as coal, 
apatite, and cement raw materials. The mines and mine points of metal minerals 
are mainly issued by the local authorities for small-scale mining. The operation 
of mineral processing in Vietnam is still at a modest level. In fact, in Vietnam 
the metallurgy industry using domestic raw materials is still being in the initial 
stage. There is only a new domestic steel production establishment being Thai 
Nguyen Iron and Steel Company, zinc metallurgy (in Thai Nguyen), copper 
metallurgy (in Lao Cai) are in the final stage. Most sources of metal mineral 
ores (iron, lead - zinc, copper...) are exploited and exported as raw ore by cross 
border small trading.  

I.2.3. Type of minerals under exploitation  

According to statistics, the solid mineral mines being exploited fall under 10/12 
solid minerals groups, in which:  

-  Group of mineral building materials (cement clay, cement limestone, 
devitrified stone of all kinds, table slate, silicon sand cement additives, 
raw materials of cement additives ...) at the rate of 35.69%;  
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-  Group of mineral fuels (including fat coal, anthracite coal), accounting 
for 26.27%;  

-  Group of mineral raw materials for porcelain, pottery, glass, fire-proof, 
and thermal (kaolin, feldspar, clay pottery, fire-proof clay, dolomite, 
quartzite, glass sand) accounting for 16.08%;  

-  Group of common mineral base metals (tin, antimony, copper, lead - 
zinc) accounting for 4.71%;  

-  Group of mineral of irons and metallic irons with (iron, manganese, and 
cromit wolfram), accounting for 5.49%;  

-  Group of light metal minerals (bauxite, ilmenite) accounting for 5.88%;  

-  Group of mineral raw materials technology (talc, white limestone, sand 
casting molds, clay betonies) accounting for 3.14%;  

-  Group precious minerals (precious stones, sapphire) accounting for 
0.39%.  

-  Mineral group of chemicals and fertilizers (apatite, fluorite, serpentine) 
accounting for 1.18%.  

-  Mineral group of precious metals has 3 mines, which are gold mines of 
Bong Mieu, Pu Nep, Dak Sa (Quang Nam Province), accounting for 
1.18%.  

I.2.4.  Areas of potential development of mining industry  

1.2.4.1. Criteria for delineation  

-  There is a concentration or one or some kinds of mineral having been 
explored and searched for evaluation. Reserves and mineral resources in 
the region are sufficient to be exploited, processed with industrial scale 
during a relatively long period.  

-  The region to be delineated has geological structure of relatively uniform.  

-  In the region there are already facilities for exploiting and processing 
minerals, and the infrastructure there is relatively favorable.  

1.2.4.2. Results of localization  
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On the basis of the above criteria, we have delineated the 32 areas with potential 
development of the mining industry.  

II. SURVEY RESULTS ON GEOLOGY AND PROSPECTION OF 
MARINE MINERALS IN VIETNAM 

II.1. Marine geological survey results in Vietnam 

From 1991 up to now, Center for Marine Geology and Minerals has 
implemented basic survey in geology, minerals in the seabed from 0-100m 
depth for the following projects: 

- Geological and solid minerals survey in the onshore areas of Vietnam (0 - 30m 
water depth) scale 1/500.000 (done from 1991 to 2001) 

- Survey in geology, minerals, environmental geology and natural hazards in 
South central coastal region from 0-30m water depth at scale 1/100.000 
and some key regions at scale 1/50.000 (done from 2001-2006) 

- Survey, evaluation of potential natural resources in onshore in Soc Trang 
Province scale 1:100.000 (done from 2006, estimated completion in 
2009) 

- Survey of geological features, dynamic geology, mineral geology, 
environmental geology and forecast disastrous in coastal regions in 
Vietnam in 100m water depth (done from 2007, estimated completion in 
2011) 

During the implementation period of above projects, we also make coordination 
with universities, institutions, occupational associations such as: 

- College of Natural Sciences – Vietnam National University, Hanoi 

- Hanoi University of Mine and Geology 

- Institute of Marine Geology- Geophysics (Vietnam Academy of Science and 
Technology) 

- Institute of Geological Sciences and Minerals (Ministry of Natural Resources 
and Environment) 

- Sedimentary Association, Geochemical Association. 

- Technical units of sample analysis 
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Main volume of works has been done so far for marine survey consist of: 

+ Measure 49 100 km seismic line of high resolution from sea. 

+ Survey and take sample at 20 855 stations 

+ Make analysis of thousands of pale biological samples (spore-Pollinosis, 
diatom, nanofossils), material component (graininess, mineral 
composition, content of elements, ...) geological walls, thousand of 
samples of water quality, marine sedimentary. 

It is main result to establish 14 maps of various scales: maps of sea bottom 
depth, geomorphology, geology, surface layer sedimentation, water-rock 
dynamic, tectonic structure, gama spectrum anomaly, geochemical anomaly of 
main ore elements, distribution and forecast of mineral, environmental geology, 
geo-hazards, geo-dynamic, Gross T magnetic fields and Ta delta anomalies. 

II.2. Potential of solid minerals in onshore of Vietnam 

Based on documents of the above  projects (item II.1) showing that solid 
minerals in coastal region in Vietnam mainly are titanium - zircon, gold, 
stannum, sand, grate, soil as aggregates, brick and tile clay. 

Below are main results: 
II.2.1. Metal Minerals 

Survey results at the scale of 1/500.000 in coastal region of 0-30m water depth 
(of the area of about 100,000 km2) show that main minerals that have been 
discovered are titanium – zircon, sometimes gold, asiterrit. 

- Titanium- zircon have been detected in many places but only coastal strip in 
Central region from Ha Tinh to Binh Thuan province is much more prospective 
the most because it has necessary and full conditions to formulate and 
accumulate valuable mineral products. 

- Gold has been found in many places but low content, small scale, they are 
considered as recoverable minerals during exploration of fields of titanium- 
zircon. Especially, in Van Gia- Dam Mon, Tam Ky are most prospective with 
relations to supply of crystal thread sulfure in coastal regions. 

- Casiterrit has been found in many hectares of wash, low content, however 
selectable samples show its recoverable minerals with some fields of titanium- 
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zircon in coastal region in Central. In the North of Hon Gom peninsula expected 
prospective of stannum is related to casiterrit - bearing granite. 

7 prospective places have been identified in metal (placer Ti-Zr, gold, stannum), 
detailed table as follows:  

 
Table 1.  Type A of prospective bearing regions of metal minerals ( ilmenit- zircon placer...) 

No Most prospective places Area 
(km2) Mineral type 

A1 Cua Sot – Ky Anh 669.597  Ilmenit- zircon placer 
A2 Thuan An – Hai Van 534.677  Ilmenit- zircon placer 
A3 Binh Hai - Dung Quat 360.881  Gold – stannum placer 

A4 Mui Sung Trau – Mui La 
Gan 304.205 Gold placer 

A5 Binh Nhon-Phan Thiet 321.567  Ilmenit- zircon, casiterrit 
placer 

A6 Ke Ga region- Nam Ham 
Tan 340.73  Ilmenit- zircon, casiterrit 

Placer 
A7 Binh Chau- Long Hai 490.5 Ilmenit- zircon placer 

 

Based on above results, we have implemented geological, minerals  surveys at 
scale of 1/100.000 in South Central coastal region (0-30 m water depth), area 
~10.000 km2, and defined 09 prospective regions of metals with estimation of  
total up to 18,6 million tons of ore (titanium – zircon, with gold and casiterrit) 
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Table 2. Prospective sites of metals ( titan – zircon placer, with gold and casiterrit)  in 
the South Central coastal region (0-30m water depth) 

Name Area 
(km2) 

Mean 
Width (m)

heavy 
HLTBKV 

(g/m3) 

Estimated 
resources 

 ( 103t tons) 
East  peninsula Hon 
Gom(A.1) 48 6.0 9,593 ~2.762
West peninsula Hon 
Gom(A.2) 9 4.0 5,899 ~212
East Ninh Chu (A.3) 16 2.0 9,206 ~294
Hong Chinh(A.4) 54 4.0 11,512 ~2.486
Ham Tien - Phan Thiet (A.5) 54 2.0 29,570 ~3.193
East Nhum Stream (A.6) 19 2.0 29,518 ~1.121
Nham Mountain – La Gi 
(A.7) 90 7.0 6,069 ~3.823

Tan Thien– Binh Chau (A.8) 32 2.0 8,827 ~0.564
Ho Tram-Ky Van (A.9) 96 2.0 21,909 ~4.206

Total ~18.661
 
II.2.2. Non-metal minerals  

The results of geological survey in coastal region of 0-30 m depth in Vietnam 
(scale 1/500.000, area 100.000km2) shows: 

- Glass sand, building material sand (VLXD), clay are available in many places 
but most valuable ones to be in rich in quart rocks with high physical duration 
such as in sedimentary rock, sandstone, conglomerate rock, ... in Northeast 
coastal region; in acid, basal ignours rocks  in the South central coastal region. 

- For Southern coastal region, fields of sand for filling-building are located in 
sea bed (from Vung Tau to Soc Trang), which very convenient to exploit by 
dragger. 

- To define 19 non-metallic places, detailed as follows: 
Table3. Prospective places of non-metals (sand, gravel, soil, clay, glass sand...) 

No Places Area 
 ( km2) Minerals type 

b1 Vinh Thuc - Cai Chien 59.516 Sand, pebble, quarczit gravel 

b2 Ba Mun- Tra Ban- 
Phuong Hoang 224.517 Glass sand 

b3 East Thuong Mai 314.886 Building sand, filling 
b4 Southwest of Long Chau 622.232 Filling sand 
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No Places Area 
 ( km2) Minerals type 

b5 South Sam Son shelf 204.086 Sand, gravel  
b6 Hon Mat Southeast 153.578 Building sand, filling 
b7 Cua Viet shelf 389.884 Building sand, filling 
b8 Cua Viet shelf 113.637 Building sand, filling 
b9 Binh Chau- Long Hai 561.731 Building sand, filling 
b10 Tây Nam Vũng Tàu 389.463 Sand, gravel 
b11 Ham Luong Southeast 924.45 Sand,  gravel 
b12 Con Dao Northeast 442.578 Sand,  gravel 
b13 Con Dao Northwest 449.978 Brick and tile clay 
b14 Con Dao West 189.043 Sand,  gravel 
b15 South Con Dao 483.405 Sand,  gravel 
b16 Southeast Vinh Chau 109.999 Sand, gravel  
b17 North Hon Rai- Hon Tre 495 Sand, gravel 

b18 South submerged dune of 
Bay Hap 821 Brick and tile clay 

b19 Northeast Hon Khoai 110 Sand, grate  
Based on above results, we have implemented geological, minerals  survey at 
scale of 1/100.000 in South Central coastal region(0-30m water depth), area 
~10.000 km2, and  defined 08 prospective regions of construction materials 
(mainly in coastal region of Binh Thuan-Ba Ria Vung Tau) with estimated total 
up to 36.225 billion m3: 

Table 4. Prospective places of construction materials in South Central coast (0-30m 
water depth) 

Name Area km2 Mean 
width(m)

Distribution 
depth(m) 

Estimate 
resource  

(billion m3) 
Ca Tha – La Gan head (a1) 694 20 0-30 13.88  
Southeast  Gio head (a2) 117 10 20-30 1.17  

Southeast  Ke Ga head (a3) 175 15 20-30 2.625  
Southwest Ke Ga head(a4) 84 5 15-25 0.42  

Ham Tan shelf (a5) 242 15 10-20 3.63  
South Ho Tram (a6) 480 14 10-30 6.72  

South Vung Tau 
head(inshore- a7) 122 10 0-20 1.22  

South Vung Tau 
head(offshore- a8) 410 16 25-30 6.56  

Total 36.225  
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At present, we are implementing the evaluation of minerals resources 
(especially construction materials) in coastal region of Soc Trang province (area 
of 5552 km2). So far 07 prospective places of construction materials have been 
found with estimate total at 8.15 billions of m3. 

II.3. Plan and orientation on marine geological and minerals survey in 
Vietnam  

- To improve facilities, technique, capacity building in marine geology and 
minerals survey 

- To boost international cooperation in survey, prospecting, exploration of 
minerals 

- To expand basic survey in geology, minerals in deep water, offshore. 

- To study, investigate; evaluate potential areas in coastal regions of Vietnam 

- To survey in details prospective areas of minerals to discover more deposits 
for economic development. 

II.4. Some expected areas for prospecting and exploring placer 

Based on existing data, we have proposed detect and explore at some places in 
Ha Tinh, Binh Thuan, Ba Ria Vung Tau. Below, some premises, signs related to 
said regions: 

II.4.1. Ha Tinh coastal region (North central region) 

Ha Tinh coastal area to be known as place of many mines, mainly metal such as 
iron-manganese, titanium-zircon-rare earth. 

II.4.1.1. Deposits and mineral occurrences in coastal areas 

* Iron - manganese 

Thach Khe iron deposits originated from skarn. Covered with coastal sand layer 
with large scale. Reserve of deposits has been counted to late 1985 to be about 
544.08 million tons of ore (B+C1+C2).  

* Titanium - zircon – rare earth (Ti- Zr- TR) 

Formed in placer of ilmenit, rutil, anatar, zircon, monazit, and xenotim 
distributed along coastal area from Cua Hoi to Deo Ngang including mines at 
Cam Hoa, Ky Khang, Ky Xuan, Cam Nhuong, Cam Thang, Pho Thinh, Cam 
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Son, Cuong Gian, Song Nam, Van Son, Ky Phuong, Ky Loi, Ky Ninh. Total 
reserve is at 4.94% ore and of 5,319,692 tons of heavy minerals. All above 
placer deposits have been currently exploied by Ha Tinh Trade Minerals 
Corporation. 

II.4.1.2. Prospective solid minerals deposits (Ti - Zr - TR) in coastal 
region 

1)  Thach Hoi – Vung Ang coastal region (0-15m water depth) 

+ Sea bed sedimentary layers 

The result of sample analysis on ore grades has defined 06 minerals occurences 
with the total heavy mineral grades (Ti - Zr - TR) over 5kg/m3. Total estimated 
reserve of those is of 389,250 tons. 

+ Buried placers defined by drill and geo- physical data 

Based on seismic data of high resolution, to define 13 forms of placer at various 
depth (from sea bed) distributed in Thach Hoi- Vung Ang coastal region. In 
which there are  08 placer traps defined by 52 holes(Timah Company-
Indonesia). The Company's works aims to detect casiterit placer, therefore, has 
discharged a large number of  Ti - Zr – TR during wash period. However, 
remain grades of ore are still high: from 5,2kg/m3 to 9,5kg/m3. Estimated 
reserve of buried placers of Ti - Zr - TR is of  4,198,440 tons. 

Total estimated reserve of placers is (both surface and buried placers) of 
4,587,690 tons. 

2) Cua Hoi - Thach Hoi, Vung Ang - Deo Ngang  coastal region (0-
15m water depth) 

The result of sample analysis on ore grades has defined 06 minerals occurences 
with the total heavy mineral grades (Ti - Zr - TR) over 5kg/m3. Total estimated 
reserve of those is of 65,000 tons. 

II.4.1.3. Prospective areas solid minerals (Ti - Zr - Tr) 

- North –Northeast Cam Nhuong: distributed at depth from 7 to 15 m 
water. Total estimated reserve of placers is of 2,823,975 tons.  

   - East Ky Phu: depth at from 7 to 15 m water depth. Total estimated 
reserve of placers is of 1,506,255 tons. 
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II.4.2. Binh Thuan – Ba Ria Vung Tau coastal region. 

II.4.2.1. Coastal minerals 

Mainly deposits, ore occurences of Ti-Zr are distributed in coastal sand at aged  
from Pleistocen to Holocen. The result of geological survey shows that 14 
mines, Ti-Zr points detected with estimated reserve of 6 million tons, as 
follows: 

 
No Mine/ore reserve (ton) Post 

1.   Ti-Zr Tuy Phong 120000 Binh Thuan Province 
2.   Ti-Zr Thien Ai 69741 Binh Thuan Province 
3.   Ti-Zr Mui Ne 523432 Binh Thuan Province 
4.   Ti-Zr Nhum Stream 4417055 Binh Thuan Province 
5.  Ti-Zr Ham Tan mine 560000 Binh Thuan Province 
6.   Ti-Zr Ke Ga 6000 Binh Thuan Province 
7.   Ti-Zr Cam Binh 2250 Binh Thuan Province 
8.   Ti-Zr Son My 9000 Binh Thuan Province 
9.   Ti-Zr Hiep Hoa 6000 Binh Thuan Province 
10.   Ti-Zr Tan Thang 1500 Binh Thuan Province 
11.   Ti-Zr Binh Chau 5100 Ba Ria Vung Tau 

Province 
12.   Ti-Zr Ho Tram 127000 Ba Ria Vung Tau 

Province 
13.   Ti-Zr Long Hai 71679 Ba Ria Vung Tau 

Province 
14.   Ti-Zr Vung Tau 70000 Ba Ria Vung Tau 

Province 
 Total 5,988,757  

 
At present, The Government of Vietnam is about to make investment of 18 
million USD for survey and prospecting  of Ti-Zr placer in South Central 
coastal region in Binh Thuan and Ba Ria Vung Tau provinces. 

II.4.2.2. Prospect of sea bed placers 

The result of geological survey at scale 1/100.000 in coastal region of Binh 
Thuan and Ba Ria Vung Tau has defined 06 deposits (A4 to A9, Table 2) with 
total estimated reserve of complex ore (Ti-zr) to be of 15 million tons. These 
deposits are still needed futher survey and prospecting in details in order to put 
in to exploitation. 
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